
It is already March 2024, while we are all looking forward to springtime, we also realise we are running

towards the end of the YoPeVa Entrepreneur project. Lately, we have been pilot testing both the courses as

well as the Web system, and we've already organised our final multiplier event in El Prat. This means the

end is really near for YoPeVa Entrepreneur. Where we started building up onto our previous YoPeVa

project, we have now realised some useful deliverables that will help youth workers, trainers and

educational institutions in the support of young people with value in their entrepreneurial journeys. 
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Increase the entrepreneurial spirit of young people by making the initiative to create
economic activities a common alternative for their integration into the world of work

The YoPeVa Entrepreneur journey started out with the

design of a methodological guide. A document that can guide

trainers in supporting young entrepreneurs and develop

trainings for young people with value. This methodological

guide can therefore be a foundation for every trainer,

institution or anyone else interested in supporting young

entrepreneurs. You can find this guide on both our website

as our web system and use it to design your entrepreneurial

course for young people!

The methodological guide cannot only be a foundation for

the development of your trainings, we have also used the

guide to design and develop our own training material. The

training material exists of 5 modules.  

5 modules of 
YoPeVa Entrepreneur Courses

Entrepreneurship and soft skills

Creativity, idea generation and definition

The business model

Elaborating a business plan

Entrepreneurial excellence



Aside of the thorough presentations of the results delivered by the YoPeVa Entrepreneur consortium,

Novaterra foundation (or Fundación Novaterra) also provided an inspiring presentation on their work for

valuable people. Novaterra is an organisation that supports people with risk of exclusion through

employment. They integrate people in vulnerable situations and offer each person a personalised career

pathway through orientation, training, job placement or social entrepreneurship. They have experience in

doing this for 30 years. Genevieve, being inspired by one of their own participants, shared the important

message of “Make everyday a masterpiece” through her great story about Fundación Novaterra. 

Afterwards, it was time for some small workshops. Attendees who wanted to know more about Fundación

Novaterra, could sit with Genevieve and her team. Other attendees were able to listen to the story of

Fundesplai, some of the participants of YoPeVa Entrepreneur in Spain or VTools, an organisation that focuses

on digital inclusion through insertion, participation and integration. 

Even though the project is working towards the finishline, we will continue our support of Young People

with Value. So, keep visiting our platform, keep using our materials and keep an eye on us!
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The courses are designed in a flexible way, allowing and ensuring trainers to tailor the courses to individual

needs and preferences. This means that you can create a personalized learning experience for young people

with value. Moreover, this approach enables trainers to use the course that is most suitable to the trainer and

their specific training group.

Lastly, we aimed to connect all young entrepreneurs across Europe with each other to inspire each other, to

learn from each other and to find more resources for their businesses. Therefore we have created a web

system, where every young person with value that is interested in entrepreneurship can sign up and have

access to all courses, resources but most importantly the forums. This is the place where all young people

from all over Europe can meet and discuss. 

YOPEVA-
ENTREPRENEUR.FUNDESPLAI.ORG

All these results and the success of testing these during our

pilot testing phase had to be shared with the rest of the world.

Fundesplai organised a great Multiplier Event where we were

able to showcase everything we have created, from a great

explanation of the methodological guide to an interesting

sneak peak into the courses and how to use them, to a tour

across the YoPeVa Entrepreneur Web System.
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